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Abstract 
Storage of pre-computed views in data warehouse can essentially reduce query processing cost for decision support 
queries. The problem is to choose an optimal set of materialized views. Various frameworks such as lattice, MVPP 
and AND-OR graphs and algorithms like heuristic based, greedy, stochastic algorithm have been proposed in the 
literature for materialized view selection. Heuristic and greedy algorithms become slower in high dimensional 
search space while stochastic algorithms do not guarantee global optimal solution but reach to the optimum most 
solution in a fast and efficient way. In this paper we have implemented Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
algorithm, one of the stochastic algorithm, on lattice framework to select an optimal set of views for materialization 
in data warehouse by minimizing query processing cost. We have compared our results with Genetic algorithm to 
prove the effectiveness of PSO algorithm over genetic algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
Data Warehouse is storage of large historic data integrated from multiple heterogeneous data sources to support 
complex queries for strategic decision making. These complex queries demand aggregated data and want results to 
be produced in minimum response time. Running queries on data warehouse results in high response time. 
Materialized views in data warehouse stores aggregated data to yield faster access of data and reduced query 
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response time. Materializing all possible views results into smallest query response time but space constraint forces 
to select an optimal subset of materialized views to attain the balance between query cost and space limits. This 
problem of materialized view selection is a challenging problem in the field of data warehouse 1,2. Research 
conducted in this area has proposed many frameworks and algorithms to select an optimal set of materialized views. 
Various frameworks that exist in the literature are data cube and lattice 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,20,21, MVPP 10, 11, 12, 13 and AND-OR 
view graphs 14,15,16,17. Lattice framework creates data cubes at different level of aggregation so that query can access 
the smallest data cube available to answer in minimum possible time. MVPP is a global query processing plan for 
the complete set of queries and is formed by merging and sharing local processing plan of each query. AND-OR 
view graph is formed by combining all possible execution plans of each query in the query set. Various algorithms 
that have been proposed for view selection problem using the above frameworks include heuristic based algorithms 
9,16, greedy algorithms 3,6,14,18, stochastic algorithms such as genetic algorithm 7,8,10,11,17,19,20, simulated annealing 
12,13,21 etc. Greedy algorithm gives near optimum solution but becomes slower and ineffective for high dimensional 
problems. While in such large search space problems, stochastic algorithms prove out to be suitable choice and 
provide faster and good solutions. Stochastic algorithms search through a large space problem randomly and work 
on randomly selected multiple solutions simultaneously. They cannot guarantee the optimal solutions but eventually 
find out the optimum most solution. PSO algorithm, one of the stochastic algorithm, is a meta-heuristic global 
optimization algorithm 22,23 which is being used in wide range of applications in many domains of computer science 
but has not been studied deeply in the problem domain of materialized view selection in data warehouse. PSO is 
based on swarm intelligence which observes the collective behavior of swarms (bird flocks and fish schools) noting 
how they interact locally among themselves and with the environment having no central control 24 and finds the 
optimal path. PSO compared to other algorithms is very simple to use and requires very few parameters and basic 
operators. Also, in terms of memory and speed, it is computationally inexpensive 22. PSO compared to GA have 
proved out to give better and faster results. Thus in this paper, we are focusing on lattice framework as it can easily 
model queries, incorporates dimension hierarchies and gives clear view of already materialized views and their 
dependency3. We have implemented PSO algorithm on lattice framework to select an optimal set of views 
minimizing query processing cost under space constraint and have compared our results with the genetic algorithm 
approach. 
2. Lattice Framework 
     Lattice framework3 unites all the possible data cubes at different levels of aggregation by relating them on their 
dependency. Each data cube is characterized by a group-by clause25. A path exists between the two cubes ci and cj if 
there is a dependency relation between the two. This dependency is denoted as ci ≤ cj, implying if a query can be 
answered from ci, then it can also be answered using cube cj. Thus, a query that can be answered by any of the child 
cube in the lattice, it can be answered by using any of its parent cube also. 
For a fact relation having N dimensions, there are 2N data cubes possible in the lattice framework. Consider a fact 
relation (a subpart taken from TPC-H Star Schema Benchmark26) with three dimensions as - sales (part, supplier, 
customer) will generate 23=8 data cubes in the lattice as shown below in Figure 1. 
Fig. 1. Lattice framework representing 8 possible data cubes3 
Each level of the lattice has data cubes aggregated at same level of aggregation along different dimensions. The 
number beside each cube shows its size in terms of number of rows. The top cube (eg- psc) is the base cuboid 
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having the lowest level of aggregation (no aggregation). Bottom cuboid is the apex cuboid having highest level of 
aggregation. Say, if a query can be directly answered from cube say (p,*,*), then it can also be answered from any of 
its parent cubes that is (p,*,c), (p,s,*) or (p,s,c) by summarizing the data along some dimensions. 
3. PSO Algorithm 
     PSO algorithm is a meta-heuristic global optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence theory22, 23, 24. It 
works same as the bird flocks and fish schools behave in search of food. As the birds search food, they transmit 
information to each other about the best possibility of finding food and eventually flock to the place where the food 
is present. Similarly PSO works as follows- It starts with an arbitrary initial population of n particles where each 
particle is a candidate solution. Each particle has some velocity and a position in D-dimensional space. Task of the 
algorithm is to optimize an objective function to the minimum value possible. Particles keep on changing their 
velocity and position according the best position found by the particle itself (particle best) and by whole population 
(global best) so far. In this way particles learn from each other and thus, each particle persuades to the best particle 
of the swarm and reaches the most optimist value of the objective function. 
We are using the binary form of PSO proposed by 27 where each candidate solution is defined as binary string. 
Velocity parameter also lies in the range of [0,1] and defines the probability with which the bit on the string is 
changed. Velocity is updated according to pbest and gbest values and normalized using sigmoid function. This 
velocity parameter then helps to decide whether the bit in the string is to be changed or not to get a new position. 
Table 1. Pseudocode of PSO algorithm27 
1. Initialize for each of the N particles 
      a. Initialize position xi  
      b. Set particle best position Pi(0)=xi(0) 
      c. Evaluate fitness value of each particle and the best value is assigned to global best 
 
2. Repeat step 2 until the stopping criteria is met 
     a. Compare current fitness value of each particle with its pbest and update pbest if needed 
     b. Compare gbest with each particle's current pbest and update gbest if needed 
     c. Update velocity of the particle according to the equation 1- 
1 1 ibest 2 2 gbest( 1) . ( ) c (P ) (P )i i i iV t wV t x c xM M                                                                                          (1) 
    d. Update velocity to change particle position according to the sigmoid function in equation 2- 
      ' 11 ijij ij V tV t sig V t e                                                                                                                                (2) 
    e. Generate random variables in the range [0,1] and update new position of particle using equation 3- 
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x t
otherwise
 ­  ®¯                                                                                                                              (3)         
3. Global best particle is the best optimized solution.  
4. Materialized View Selection using PSO 
Materialized View Selection aims at selecting an optimal set of views within space limits minimizing the query 
processing cost according to the set of user queries. While using the lattice framework, cubes form the views to be 
selected according to the group-by clause of the invoked queries whereas query invoking frequency corresponds to 
the cube invoking frequency. Following the linear cost model proposed in 3, cost of answering the query equals to 
the number of rows to be accessed in the corresponding cube for the query. Thus materialized view selection using 
lattice framework7 can be defined as follows- 
Given a lattice framework having a set of n cubes C = (c1,c2,...,cn), set of k user queries Q = (q1,q2,...,qk), query 
invoking frequency F=(fq1, fq2,...,fqk) which corresponds to cube invoking frequency CF = (fc1, fc2,...fcn) under the 
space constraint S. Our objective is select a set of cubes M to minimize the following cost function (equation 4) for 
executing the queries under the space constraint c M c S d¦ , 
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Binary PSO algorithm contains the candidate solution as the binary string of length n where each bit is selected 





if cubec is materialized
X
otherwise
­ ®¯  
PSO algorithm searches through the whole search space and moves in the direction of the best found solution in 
order to find the minimized cost value to run the user queries and return results in minimum possible time. 
5. Experimental Analysis 
We have implemented PSO algorithm and genetic algorithm using MATLAB and conducted out experiments by 
running it over TPC-H star schema benchmark 26. We have compared PSO results with genetic algorithm results on 
various parameters such as number of dimensions and frequency sets to show the effectiveness of PSO over genetic 
algorithm in selecting the set of materialized views with less query processing cost. 
If unlimited space to store materialized views can be provided, then all the cubes can be materialized to attain 
minimum query processing cost. But since unlimited space is not possible, so we considered different cases of space 
constraints as 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, 60% to examine the performance of 
algorithm in selecting views under different space constraints.  
Firstly, we compared the performance of both PSO algorithm and genetic algorithm by varying on the number of 
dimensions. We have considered a) three dimensions b) four dimensions c) five dimensions. We used the part of 
TPC-H benchmark. For three dimensions experiment, we chose Customer c, Product p and Supplier s from the 
benchmark. For fourth dimension we included Time t dimension. Lastly to consider five dimensions, we added an 
additional dimension Location l to get more confidence in the results. Results of the experiment and comparison on 
three dimensions, four dimension and five dimensions are shown in Fig 2(a), 2(b), 3(a) respectively. While 
considering only three dimensions in lattice framework, both algorithms selected set of views having same query 
processing cost under different space constraints. But PSO proved its effectiveness compared to genetic algorithm as 
number of dimensions increased from three to four, and four to five. PSO selected materialized views having lower 
query processing cost compared to GA for higher dimensions within 40% space constraint. When space constraint 
increases after 40% both algorithms are selecting views of almost equal cost. But since in real life applications, little 
space can be provided for view selection due to disk space constraints, thus PSO algorithm is a better option than 
genetic algorithm to select views.  
Considering the 35% space constraint to be a suitable choice, Figure 3(b) shows that PSO is producing better 
results than genetic algorithm in terms of query processing cost against number of iterations under 35% space 
constraint. 
Secondly, we compared the performance of algorithms on the basis of different distribution of cube invoking 
frequencies - a) uniform frequency of 1 b) random frequencies between 0 and 1 c) frequencies according to the 
sample query set and results are shown in fig 4(a), 4(b) and 3(a) respectively. Running algorithms with different 
cases of frequency set also proved out PSO to be more effective and efficient in choosing a better optimal set of 
views as compared to genetic algorithm.  
Results also indicated that initially when 5-15% space is available then very small views or none of the views 
could be selected for materialization and thus base tables need to be accessed to answer queries, due to which query 
processing cost could not be reduced to several magnitudes in comparison to no-materialized view case. But the 
query processing cost reduced as more and more space is provided for storing materialized view because then, a 
more optimal set of views can be selected which results into lower cost. 
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Fig. 2. Result comparison for GA and PSO algorithm on a) three dimensions b) four dimensions 
 




Fig. 4. Results comparison for GA and PSO on a) uniform frequency set and b) random frequency set  
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we implemented PSO algorithm on lattice framework for materialized view selection in data 
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warehouse. Experiment was conducted by running algorithms on TPC-H benchmark taking different number of 
dimensions and different frequency sets. Results proved the effectiveness of PSO algorithm over genetic algorithm 
in selecting more suitable set of materialized views with less query processing cost.  
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